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THINKING AHEAD

Student says that it’s OK to go with the flow and
page 9
not always stick to the plan.

MUSIC MEETS ART

WRESTLING AGAINST THE BEST

John Heliker’s exhibit, “The Music of Painting,” is currently displayed in the Art Gallery.
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Five Broncs go to Oklahoma City for NCAA Divipage 12
sion I Wrestling Championships. 

Students attempting to find their dream room
confused, upset by StarRez snafu

T

By Lauren Santye
HE housing selection process was open to students
on March 12, but because of a flaw in the system,
things went haywire.
According to Cindy Threatt, associate dean
for residential programs, premium housing selection
opened at 8 a.m. on March 12, and students could
go into the portal, hosted by StarRez, during their
assigned times.
Some, however were able to get into the system
before they were supposed to.
“Students called us and alerted us that students
who had later time
slots were getting
in early,” Threatt
said. “We looked
into it immediately
and suspended the
site.”
The portal was
suspended for 12
days, and didn’t
resume until
March 24 at 8:30
a.m. Students

West
Village is
what most
students dream
of when choosing
housing for the next
semester.

looking for single rooms
can pick on March 26, and
standard rooms will be available March 31 - April 2.
According to Roberta Butler, the director of housing operations, the confusion was because of a small
glitch.
“StartRez controls a flag, and it wasn’t enabled,”
she said. “That flag notifies students of their allotted
slots.”
They were able to work with StarRez and it immediately enabled the flag, Butler said.
Because of the confusion with the portal, some
students were distressed about what would happen to
their rooms.
“The ResLife screw-up impacted me greatly,” said
Tiffany Hill, a freshman radio/TV major. “Being one
of the few freshmen that actually managed to get a
lottery number for premium housing, it was extremely
nerve-racking to spend all of spring break worrying
about when and/or if I was going to be able to get a
room next year.”
Threatt said some students were understanding of
the mix-up and confusion.
“We ran reports and
were able to identify who
SEE HOUSING
picked before their allotted
PAGE 3
time,” Threatt said. “We
canceled any reservations
made prior to the allotted time
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Housing Glitch
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By Alyssa Naimoli
FTER following

his wanderlust
through Thailand and Botswana
with the Rider study abroad
program, Christopher Harris, a
senior philosophy major, is ready for his
next adventure: an opportunity to visit
Africa to teach English, courtesy of his
recent acceptance into the Peace Corps.
Harris believes “the best way to learn
about yourself is to put yourself in an
unfamiliar circumstance,” and that the
way you react to the different situations
will help you “extrapolate something
new about your personality.”
Harris has taught English before to
impoverished students in Thailand.
“I am looking forward to making
relationships with my students and being
a mentor to them,” he said. “I am also
eager to start secondary projects based
on the needs of the community.”
His travel experiences had such a significant impact on him that he decided
to pursue this interest further, prompting
him to apply to the Peace Corps.
“It helps for graduate school and a
future job, but it was mostly because of
some of the ethical issues faced while
abroad; I felt obligated to help,” he said.
“I don’t come from a wealthy family
or anything, but I definitely had more

opportunity, and I think it’s necessary
for people with those opportunities to
help those who don’t have them.”
Harris’ recent trips have exposed him
to other countries, where he had interesting experiences.
“When I was in Botswana, I visited
Zimbabwe to see the falls,” Harris said.
“While I was there I saw all these trade
posts set up by the locals. I traded my
socks, my toothbrush, the clothes I
brought. By the time I was done, I was
in my underwear and a T-shirt because
I traded everything so I could get gifts
for my family and friends.”
The relaxed and laid-back nature of
the locals he came across in Thailand
and Botswana have changed his outlook
on many situations in his life.
“In Botswana, the attitude people
had toward life is very different,” he
said. “There is no hustle and bustle like
we have here. They are always singing and dancing. Even when things go
wrong, they’re happy. I can’t wait to be
back in that environment. It all made a
very significant impact on me; I took it
back with
me.”
SEE ABROAD
His prePAGE 5
vious travels
include
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Study abroad experience spurs pursuit of Peace Corps

While visiting the town of Kanchanaburi in Thailand, Christopher Harris and his travel companions
discovered a local zoo that held a fundraiser for the animals and their care. After making a donation, he
had the opportunity to feed a leopard and play with him.
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NEWS BRIEFS
Intruder alert

Two West Village residents awoke to the alarming sight of a stranger in their bedrooms in the early
hours of March 12. A male visitor, later identified as the
boyfriend of a student, was visiting the campus when
he was reported to Public Safety at 4:16 a.m., after
entering the unlocked room of a female student living
in West Village B.
The student said that when she saw the man
staring at her, she screamed and he ran away. She
and her roommates gave a description of the man to
the officers, who then checked surveillance footage.
Officers were able to find a person on the footage who
matched the description, but while observing the
tape, they received another complaint from a female

student in West Village A who similarly woke up to
find the man staring at her. She screamed, and saw
him leave the area. Public Safety notified the Lawrence
Township Police Department of the incident. While
waiting for the police to arrive, a Public Safety officer
located the suspect, who was placed under arrest at
5:50 a.m. by police and was charged with trespassing.
He was additionally issued a persona non-grata letter.
“It was really great teamwork between those who
called in, the witnesses who provided information,
Public Safety who was checking the area and the
surveillance information, as well as the Lawrence
Township Police Department,” said Vickie Weaver,
director of Public Safety. “It was excellent work all the
way around.”

P R O V I D E D B Y D I R E C T O R O F P U B L I C S A F E T Y V I C K I E W E AV E R

Rough housing

On the morning of March 18,
During spring recess, Public
a Public Safety officer observed
Safety was dispatched to the
that a concrete pylon had been
Student Recreation Center
damaged near the main entrance
upon the report of a medical
of the school.
emergency.
Public Safety reviewed surveilOn March 20, a male visitor
lance tapes and found that at 6
reported that he had sustained a
a.m., the pylon was still intact. It is
head injury while playing basbelieved that some time between
ketball. While playing, he was hit
6 and 6:25 a.m., one of three cars
on the head by another player’s
that were observed to have driven
elbow. When Public Safety offithrough the entrance damaged
cers met with the visitor, he had
the pylon, but a suspect has not
blood running from the top of his
yet been identified. Public Safety
head and onto his chest. It was
notified Facilities to begin makobserved that he had a laceration
NSSE_Ad_030514_REV_Layout 1 3/3/14 1:13 PM Page 1
ing repairs. Anyone with further
on the top of his head. Though an
information should contact Public
ambulance arrived to treat him, he
Safety at x5029.
declined further treatment.

Wednesday, March 26

Psychology Alumni Career Panel

7 p.m., Fireside Lounge
Rider graduates will talk about life after Rider with a
psychology degree.
thursday, March 27

Women’s History Month Media Panel

7 p.m., Mercer Room
In honor of Women’s History Month, the Women’s
Center will hold a discussion panel on how women are
portrayed in the media.
Friday, March 28

Art Gallery Concert: High Winds

SECURITY BRIEFS

Concrete damage
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Bumps ahead

Driving over a speed bump
near the south entrance resulted
in a curious injury for one student.
On March 15, Public Safety
officers noticed a car pulled over
near the Bart Luedeke Center at
8:16 p.m. Upon asking the driver,
a female student, if there was
something wrong, she told them
that her jaw had locked up after
driving over a speed bump. They
asked if she needed immediate
medical attention or wanted to go
to the hospital, but she chose to
sign a waiver and drive herself to
the hospital.

12:15 p.m., Art Gallery
The ensemble High Winds will perform two world
premieres: Craig Levesque’s Six Appalachian Folk Songs
and Samuel Livingston’s Quartet in C, as well as Joseph
Haydn’s Trio in G Major.
Tuesday, April 1

Talk About It Tuesdays

4:30 p.m., Student Recreation Center Lobby
Student Health Services will be supplying students
with information about Alcohol Awareness and Sexual
Assault Awareness Month.

CORRECTIONS
Sports
In the article “Tubb and Malloy 3rd, men 8th in
final meet,” the last name was spelled incorrectly
in the headline. It should be Molloy.

National Survey
of Student Engagement

Rider University freshmen and seniors...
We want to hear from you...
What?
Students are encouraged to confidentially fill out the National Survey of Student
Engagement. is survey evaluates student engagement on campus. e results of
the survey will provide the necessary data on how undergraduates spend their time
and what they gain from attending college.

Where?
Online! Emails were sent to all freshmen and senior students with a link to where
they can take the survey.

When?
Students received the first email from DonnaJean Fredeen, Provost of Rider University,
with the subject “Rider University wants your feedback” on Feb. 25. e survey
closes in late April.

Why?
Colleges use this data to identify aspects of the undergraduate experience inside and
outside the classroom that can be improved through changes in policies and practices.

For more about the survey, visit http://www.rider.edu/news
If you have not received the email about the survey, or if you have questions,
please call the Office of Academic Affairs at 609-896-5010
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By Casey Gale
IDER seniors

and alumni in the
Education Department were given
the chance to network with professionals in their field at this year’s
Education Career Fair.
The event, held on March 6,
attracted 28 organizations interested in
meeting and speaking with students and
alumni about potential employment
opportunities. Local public school districts, The Princeton Review and Bancroft
were among those represented at the
fair.
“Many districts are not aware of
their openings until the end of the
school year and even into the summer months,” said Joyce Tyler, education career advisor. “[But] a number
of retirements are expected, which
will open the door for recent graduates seeking teaching, counseling and
administrative-level positions throughout New Jersey and Pennsylvania.”
According to Tyler, four students
walked away with invitations for on-site
interviews.
Among the students who were
offered future on-site interviews was
Sylwia Denko, a senior elementary
education and psychology major.
“It was amazing interviewing
practice,” she said. “I got to have seven
interviews in one day, so I was able to
gather several interviewing questions
that I may be asked in the future. It
helped get the jitters out. By going to
a career fair and by getting your name
out there, it can be helpful to get a job
in the future.”

Lindsey Hegenauer, a senior elementary education major, also had her
interview fears eased.
“When I first walked through the
doors of the Cavalla Room, I saw many
friendly faces of faculty members from
the School of Education, and their
presence helped make the experience
easier without all those nerves rushing
through me,” she said.
She found the career fair will help
propel her post-college prospects.
“I did make a lot of great connections, and there were some administrators that I had already met from
previous professional development
events,” Hegenauer said. “This just
shows you the importance of attending professional development events. It
gives you the opportunity to build connections. And you never know — those
administrators may be sitting on the
other side of the table interviewing you
for your dream job.”
According to Kevin Fallon, director
of Career Services, the success of the
fair is encouraging for future events.
“Employers spoke very highly of the
event and our students, and gave Rider
high scores on their exit surveys,” he
said. “The employer response was so
positive that we are exploring ideas for
new ways to connect the students with
the employers.”
Rider students have found great success in being introduced to the professional world, said Fallon.
“Every year, more than a 1,000
Rider students complete internships,
co-ops and field placements,” Fallon

Economy in better shape,
Daily Beast editor says

A

By Alexis Schulz
MERICA’S economy

might not
be as bad as some people think,
according to the global business editor and columnist at
The Daily Beast who spoke to Rider
students on March ll.
Daniel Gross, hosted by the
Rebovich Institute for New Jersey
Politics, said that America is developing ways to meet its economic needs.
“What we did as a nation, as companies and as consumers, is we found
new internal resources to tap into,”
Gross said.
According to Gross, America is trying to create new technology that will
help growth and expansion. Energy is
an essential part of America’s economic health.
“The new energy equation:
resources meeting technology to make
a big difference,” Gross said.
He said that the U.S. is using its
internal resources, such as oil, to
support its economy, as well as new
technology.
Gross said that employment has
made a comeback in the past few
years as well, and more people are
obtaining jobs.
“If you factor out some important
factors, it doesn’t look quite as bad,”
Gross said. “The private sector has
recovered every single job lost since
the Great Recession.”
People are now getting out of debt

and improving their credit, Gross said.
“If you look at every metric except
for student loans, people are doing a
much better job staying current on
their debt than they have in the past,”
he said.
Gross made it easy for students to
understand this sometimes tedious
subject by adding humor.
“It was entertaining, which usually
doesn’t happen when you go to a talk
about the economy and politics,” said
Nicholas McManus, a freshman computer information systems major.
D’Jalma Lopez, a freshman political science major, agreed.
“Apart from him being funny, his
perspective of politics was intriguing,”
she said.
Gross was a reporter at The New
Republic and Bloomberg News, served
as a columnist for The New York Times,
Newsweek, and Slate, was a contributing writer to magazines such as New
York, Fortune and Wired, and was the
economics editor at Yahoo! Finance.
He made it clear that America is
doing better than many believe and
that the future is bright.
“From one perspective you can
come back from the economic future
and conclude that the world is sort of
leaving us behind,” Gross said. “I prefer to think of it as the world is taking
us along for the ride.”

Maggie Sarlo/The Rider News

‘Connections’ made at Education Career fair

Students attended this year’s Education Career Fair on March 6. The Spring Career Fair, open to all
majors, will be held on March 27 in the Student Recreation Center.
said. “This experience can be critical
to those wishing to stand out from the
competition for future employment
opportunities.”
To assist students with all facets
of career planning, Career Services
recently launched a new, comprehensive website at www.rider.edu/career
services. There students can find jobs,
internship opportunities, upcoming
events and workshops; read about successful Rider graduates who are now
employed in their chosen field; and use
interactive tools to create documents
such as résumés and cover letters.

Spring Career Fair, an event that has
previously been much smaller.
“We have really stepped up our
employer outreach this year,” Fallon
said.
Attendees will include Johnson &
Johnson, Target, Progressive Insurance
and Estée Lauder, among others.
The fair will be open to all students and will be held on March 27
from 11 a.m. to 2 p.m. in the Student
Recreation Center.

Spring Career Fair

Fallon is also excited about the
approximately 100 employers who
will be visiting Rider this year for the

Housing
CONT’D FROM P. 1

slot, and personally called all of the
students (group leaders and students),
and everyone was really great about it.
We were very transparent on what was
going on.”
Although the times changed the
second time the portal was open, they
made sure that the students were in line
with their same priority, said Threatt.
StarRez is a telecommunications
management and residential living communities system in higher education.
This year Rider worked with the company to make some small changes to the
site, by adding floor plans to the rooms.
“Last year, based off student feedback, they wanted the ability to see the
floor plan,” Butler said. “Only one or
two buildings don’t have floor plans, as
well as Westminster.”
There have been changes and
updates to the process of choosing

housing, but some students were still
disappointed with the results.
“I had a group of four seniors
expecting that we would have a good
chance of getting the room we wanted,
but by the time we picked there were no
apartments available,” said Jake Tuff,
junior radio/TV major.
The Bart Luedeke Center information desk was flooded with questions
from students.
“There was a significant amount
of students asking to speak with the
office of Residence Life during my
morning shift on March 12,” said
Alicia Quayson, senior psychology and
Spanish major.
“It was much busier than a regular
business day with lots of concerned and
distressed students making inquiries
about housing on the university switchboard and in-person,” she said.

Former Gov. Rendell,
‘pivotal figure,’ to speak at Rider
Ed Rendell, former governor of Pa., mayor and district attorney of
Philadelphia and chairman of the Democratic National Committee will be
paying a visit to Rider on April 1.
Ben Dworkin, director of the Rebovich Institute, is pleased to be bringing
such an important national leader to the students of Rider.
“People come to Rider for a student-centered, unique experience,
Dworkin said. “The Rebovich Institute wants to give our students the chance
to see national leaders. Gov. Rendell has been a major player for over three
decades, and remains a pivotal figure in the Democratic Party.”
Rendell will be speaking at 7 p.m at the Bart Luedeke Center Theater.
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THE SUMMER BLOCKBUSTER OF 2014!

SUMMER
SESSION

WHAT: 3 and 6 week Summer Sessions
WHEN: Session 1 - May 19 and Session 2 - July 7
HOW: Day, Evening, On Campus, and Online
Live on campus for as low as $295 per session!
WHY: Accelerate or catch up with your studies

Tuition just $590 per undergraduate credit

E

EV E RYO N E W E LC O M E
Undergraduates, Graduates,
Visiting & High School Students

REGISTRATION NOW OPEN
609-896-5033 SUMMER@RIDER.EDU
WWW.RIDER.EDU/SUMMER

March 26, 2014
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Peace Corps
CONT’D FROM P. 1

playing with tiger cubs, going on a nine-day camping
trip where he saw tigers, elephants and giraffes within
reaching distance, and celebrating Easter dinner with
locals who would invite strangers into their homes for
the holiday.
Harris’ next experience abroad is pending until
after he completes the final stages of his acceptance,
which include medical check-ups and a language studies program. Harris maintained a close relationship
with the Study Abroad office while completing his
application to ensure that everything went well.
Kim Cameron, assistant director of the Center
for International Education, said it took months for
Harris to finish his application for the Peace Corps.
He had to put together several essays and recommendation letters, and fill out a six-page application.
He will also have to endure a vigorous language class
when he arrives in Africa. Harris is still unsure as to
exactly where he will be assigned in Africa.
To future employers, this also gives a positive
message that says the student is capable of reaching

outside his or her comfort zone and working in an
area full of diversity.
“Chris will come back and he will have an amazing résumé and be the perfect fit for foreign service,”
Cameron said.
Harris will soon be abroad, once he finishes the
final tests and paperwork required for his position in
the Peace Corps. He encourages all students to take
the chances he has taken because, like Cameron, he
recognizes how significant and life-altering they have
proven to be.

“Studying abroad broadens your perspective,”
Harris said. “The way you see things from the
Western perspective is very uniform and seeing the
way people view America or the rest of the world
politics is an interesting supplement to the way you see
things, and also challenges your views and forces you
to either defend them or re-address them.”
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S
E VARIETY OF CLASSE
CHOOSE FROM A WID eaking, Statistics,
ic Sp
Take courses in Publ
gy, Western Civ,
World Lit, Psycholo
campus or online!
and many more – on

ER LONG
RUNNING ALL SUMM ne 25, and Aug. 4
ions begin May 19, Ju
Sess

Courtesy of Kim Cameron

Search for classes
at www.ocean.edu

732.255.0400 • Toms River, NJ
Check with your advisor to make sure
your credits transfer back to Rider.

Christopher Harris plays with tiger cubs at a reserve while
studying abroad in Thailand.

EARTH HOUR 2014
Turn off your lights and
join the MOVEMENT

Featuring fire and hula hoop
performances by

Fire & Flow
Glowing giveaways, cookies and hot chocolate!
Friday, March 28
8-10 p.m.
Residence Hall Quad
(Behind Ziegler/Hank & Bonnie Moore)
Rain location: SRC Court

Taking steps toward a cleaner, safer future
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In Art Gallery, paintings inspired and accompanied by music
I

By Jessica Vento

Shore with Figures, 1992

Roman Still Life, 1969

Museum and museums at Bowdoin and Colby Colleges.
His paintings are included in numerous public and
private collections, including the Metropolitan Museum,
the Museum of Modern Art, the Brooklyn Museum, the
Walker Art Center, the Philadelphia Museum and the
Whitney Museum, among many others.
“Heliker depicts people in reverie, people a bit apart
from the viewer, engaged in drawing, thinking, looking, reading; and we are drawn into the mood of the

people and the places he depicts,” Rosenthal said. “His
landscape drawings and paintings reflect his longtime
residence on the coast of Maine during summers when
he came to know look and feel of one place very well.”
In addition, Heliker cofounded the Heliker-LaHotan
foundation in 1993 in New York. According to Helikerlahotan.org, Heliker and his cofounder Robert LaHotan
“left their estates to a foundation with a mandate to
operate the complex of buildings on Great Cranberry

Island in Maine as a place for artists to live and work.”
The Heliker-LaHotan Foundation archives both artists’ pieces from their “long and productive respective
careers and a digital database of works, personal papers
and other information,” according to the website.
In conjunction with the exhibit, the Heliker-LaHotan
Foundation has donated 10 of John Heliker’s sketchbooks to Rider as part of the Foundation’s Sketchbook
Project. Some are currently displayed in Moore Library,

RE VIE W

Watershed exposes
growing green issue

HE Eco-Reps have once again
exposed students to a looming
environmental issue. The effects of
the water shortage in the American West filled the screen in Sweigart
Auditorium from March 11-12, as
students witnessed the horrors play out
in the 2012 documentary Watershed.
The film focuses on the water crisis
surrounding the Colorado River and
introduces viewers to western city
dwellers, farmers and even Navajo
people whose lives are being turned
upside down by the lack of water.
This shortage is caused by excessive use of water from Colorado.
While water is a renewable resource,
it is being consumed faster than it
can be restored, creating some major
dilemmas.
According to the film, it all started in
the 1960s when dams began to spring
up along the Colorado River. The film
called the river the most “dammed,
dibbed and diverted river in the world.”
This alteration of this beautiful source
of water is wreaking havoc across several states and Mexico.
The river that used to flow from
Colorado to the Gulf of California has
begun to dry up and no longer reaches
the gulf near Mexico. The film demonstrates how this change has turned
parts of Mexico from lush landscapes
bursting with life to dry deserts with
few creatures.
According to Watershed, 70% of the

Colorado River is used for agriculture.
This leaves little water for people.
Colorado rancher Dan James described
how the West is being ruined because
industrial farms, which did not exist
before, are utilizing the river. This
process is taking away from the natural
environment.
On a larger scale, the film declares
that the United States uses 60 billion
gallons of water every day simply flushing toilets. Watershed featured massive, lush lawns, littered with bursting
sprinklers, and the beautiful, flowing
Colorado and all of its inhabitants.
The film also connects the water
shortage in the West to another pressing environmental issue: fracking, the
process of drilling for natural gas that
requires millions of gallons of water
and chemicals. Watershed states that 50
billion gallons of water are used each
year to extract fossil fuels. Not only is
this process wasting drastic amounts of
water, but can also contaminate that
water, which then seeps into the ground
and infiltrates natural water sources
around the world.
Rather than simply drowning its
viewers in shocking facts and doomand-gloom statistics, Watershed offers
many inspiring solutions to the water
crisis. Instead of using water or natural
gas as sources of energy, the documentary suggests better utilization of solar
power.
Keith Lambert, mayor of Rifle,
Colo., has moved his town in the

and all will be available, by appointment, for study by
Rider’s art students.
“This is an extraordinary gift,” said Rosenthal. “It
offers our students the opportunity to see a major artist’s
working process, thinking process, on our own campus
— it makes teaching drawing so much more real and
serious an endeavor.”
Rosenthal believes there is an immense amount that
people can learn from these works of art.

“These paintings represent the dedication of a skilled
and devoted artist, working year after year on motifs that
never ceased to interest him,” said Rosenthal. “We can
understand his devotion to tradition, to the artists he
admired, such as Bonnard, and at the same time feel his
own personality persistently, and yet graciously, asserted
in the work.”

The Art Gallery is open Tuesday through Thursday from
11 a.m. to 7 p.m., and Sunday from noon to 4 p.m.
Gallery Talk: Thursday, March 27, 2014 at 7 p.m.
PRE VIE W

Breaking Bad actor to cook up excitement at Rider
In Watershed, Jeff Ehlert discusses the impact of water shortage in the western United States.
direction of progress by promoting the
use of solar energy in homes and businesses in his community. Solar panels
cover the roofs of countless buildings
in Rifle.
James suggests taking “the industrial
out of food production” and moving
toward large-scale organic farming in
order to eliminate pesticides and fertilizers that contaminate our food and
water.
Even though Watershed seemed
to only focus on the western United
States, the film seemed to hit home for
Rider students. The lengthy discussion
that followed the film was laced with
controversy and passion.
Students realized that this water
shortage in the West clearly affects
those in the East as well. Sky-rocketing
prices of dairy and meat across
America are just a few aspects of society that are taking a hit from the lack
of water.
After all, water is an essential factor
in all forms of life. It is the source of all

F

By Will Gallagher

youtube.com

T

By Sarah Bergen

Three Figures on Cranberry Island, 1987

plants and animals — and every little
thing that fills our stomachs. As water
becomes scarce in the West, farmers
pay more for the grain that feeds their
animals, and customers pay more for
foods from animals, including meat,
dairy and eggs.
The film showed Rider students the
essential nature of water and how absolutely necessary it is for life to thrive.
“Water should be a natural right —
it sustains us,” said sophomore music
education major and Westminster EcoRep Jasmine Riel. “It’s something we
are competing for, and it’s something
we have to fight for because people are
abusing it.”
According to the movie, only a 2%
increase in the Colorado River’s flow is
needed to restore the connection to the
Gulf of California. Two is not a terrifying number to tackle. Watershed showed
that small changes to how we use water
can make a huge difference.

ANS of

AMC’s popular and critically acclaimed
series Breaking Bad are in for a treat on March 29 at
8 p.m. when Giancarlo Esposito visits the Yvonne
Theater.
The Student Entertainment Council (SEC) is hosting the actor, who played Gus Fring, a crime lord and
co-founder of the fictional Los Pollos Hermanos, a
fried chicken restaurant chain.
Esposito, who portrayed Fring in seasons two
through four of Breaking Bad, will be discussing his
career as an actor and director.
“Giancarlo Esposito is one of the premier TV
actors out there right now,” said Nick Barbati, assistant director of Campus Life. “He’s a fantastic performer who was on one of the hottest shows around.”
His résumé includes many appearances on stage
and screen, including playing the Valedictorian in the
original version of the musical Merrily We Roll Along,
which Rider is doing its own production of this April.
Peter Petrino, a junior musical theater major, a
member of SEC, and a huge fan of the show, will
explore Esposito’s career as the moderator for the
question-and-answer portion of event.
“The questions I ask Giancarlo will be about the
show, but also about his entire career,” Petrino said.
“I will ask questions and the audience’s questions will
also be answered that have been pre-screened for the
event. A survey was set up to be able to pre-screen
questions for the event, and the students who have
their questions selected will be able to ask their questions live at the event.”
Those who have watched the show may be

baskino.com

NSPIRING images suggestive of music are featured in
the exhibit “The Music of Painting” by the late John
Heliker. The Art Gallery opened this exhibit March
13, and it will continue to run through April 20.
The exhibit focuses on Heliker’s small paintings of
figures, landscapes and still lifes, as well as material from
his copious daily sketchbooks and manuscript material from his relationships with prominent American
composers.
“Heliker loved music, and I think he and some of
the composers he was close to — Merton Brown, Lou
Harrison, John Cage — responded to some of the same
artistic ideas,” said Deborah Rosenthal, professor of fine
arts, who curated the exhibit. “Heliker was for a while
an abstractionist, and he, like those composers, was
interested in the modernist ideas that had originated in
Europe in the early part of the 20th century. All this, I
think, is evident in his work, in his color, in the way his
painting resembles drawing.”
During the opening reception of the exhibit, a special
“Recital of American Art Song” was featured. Professors
Lindsey Christiansen and JJ Penna of Westminster
Choir College worked with Rosenthal and arranged a
recital of songs with texts by Americans.
“It was just a marvelous set of performances by
Westminster vocal students,” Rosenthal said. “It was
particularly gratifying to experience the music and its
relation to the paintings while sitting in the gallery looking at the paintings.”
Born in 1909, Heliker played a vital role in the artistic and cultural life of New York until his death in 2000.
A teacher of painting, he taught at Columbia University
for 27 years, and was among the founding faculty of the
New York Studio School and the Master of Fine Arts
program at the Parsons School of Design.
In Maine, his works are in The Farnsworth Art
Museum, The Portland Museum, The Ogunquit

Giancarlo Esposito, who played Gus Fring in the AMC series
Breaking Bad, is giving a lecture for students on March 29.
surprised by Esposito’s demeanor in real life, as
opposed to his cool, calculated presence on screen.
“He has a very vibrant personality,” Barbati said.
According to Petrino, many theater majors and fans
of the series are expected to be in attendance.
“Giancarlo is an extremely successful actor and is
someone who has worked in the theater and also on

screen,” Petrino said. “Having him share his experiences and his journey to success will be something I’m
sure everyone will take interest in.”
Carlee Augliera, senior English and secondary education major is excited about the actor’s appearance.
“I think he’s an incredible actor and his character,
Gus Fring is probably my favorite bad guy character
of a TV show,” Augliera said. “He was very convincing at being a seemingly nice, but evil and manipulative character. Breaking Bad is one of my favorite all
time shows, too, and he also just seems like a great
guy, so I’m excited to hear him speak.”
Typically, the SEC will host activities that are seen
as more entertaining rather than informative, such
as dances, comedians and concerts. In addition to
those events, Barbati believes that “there is room for a
meaningful, powerful, thoughtful lecture” that will be
informative as well as entertaining.
“We saw the opportunity and knew that it would
work really well with the students at Rider,” said Evan
Gurman, junior accounting major and SEC president.
Esposito’s lecture will last about 45 minutes and
will be followed by a question-and-answer panel.
Students who wish to ask questions will have to submit them in advance via Surveymonkey. Tickets are
required for admission and will be available for free in
the SRC ticket booth every day from 11 a.m.-1 p.m.,
and 3-4:30 p.m.
To prepare students for the lecture, Barbati recommends that fans of the show take to Netflix and
“rewatch his character’s swan song.”
Additional reporting by Nicole Cortese
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S

TUDENTS may not necessarily
be looking over their shoulders
as they walk across campus
because Rider has a good safety
record. But some further precautions
could definitely improve the feeling of security that makes Rider so
welcoming.
The first safety hazard on the
Lawrenceville campus comes not
from outside of the campus boundaries, but from speeding students. A
drive around the campus reveals that
speed-limit signs can be found only
at the main and south entrances.
They read 15 MPH, a rule that is
far from enforced. It would be great
to see a few more speed limit signs
around campus.
However, the key to preventing
the path surrounding the campus
mall from turning into a racetrack
is enforcement. Public Safety has to
take action to stop speeders before
someone is seriously injured.
The potential problems continue
as the hunt for a parking spot begins.
Rider’s parking lots are systems
of intersecting rows governed
by no signs or rules dictating the
right-of-way.
Both of the parking lots near
the south entrance have three lanes
that all meet in one place, creating
opportunities for frantic students
focused on finding an empty spot to
crash into someone or something. It
is simply up to the judgment of each
driver to keep an eye out for potential danger and make the right move.
Because there are no signs or
parking lot rules of conduct to follow, there is no way to determine
who is at fault in a potential collision at these intersections. This issue
could be resolved by making the
rules clear with yield or stop signs.
Another easy tweak that could
greatly improve the overall safety
of the campus is the addition of
more security phones. These devices
are marked by a blue light and can
be used to quickly contact Public
Safety in the event of an emergency.
The Lawrenceville campus has 49
security phones, while Westminster
has six.
These phones can be found
throughout the Lawrenceville campus, including every residence hall,
nearly every academic building and
Moore Library, to name a few locations. Most of the phones are sensibly placed toward the main entrance
of the campus, but become scarcer

Want to advertise with
The Rider News?
Our ad rates are now
cheaper for everyone.

as Route 206 becomes distant.
While these security phones are
a great safety feature, many fail to
serve their purpose because of their
obscure placement. For example,
phones can be found at the back
entrances to Fine Arts, Memorial
Hall and the Science building. This
may help anyone near those designated parking lots, but does little for
those traveling through the academic
quad, which is surprisingly devoid of
phones.
The trek to transportation for students and faculty can be lengthy, and
rather dark at night. If trouble arose
in the parking lots near the south
entrance, the closest safe haven may
be the Public Safety building or the
Bart Luedeke Center. This is not in
any way helpful to anyone walking
to or from vehicles.
Some locations that are in need
of security phones include the commuter and resident parking lots,
the front entrances of the lacking
academic buildings, the Student
Recreation Center and the bridge
near Centennial Lake. Danger
knows no limits or boundaries.
Therefore, Rider should take precautions to provide safety to students
in all corners of the campus.
A final way to improve the safety
of the Lawrenceville campus would
be to brighten it up at night. While
lighting has improved considerably
in recent years, there are still areas
of the campus that get a little dark
and creepy, including the bridge
near Centennial Lake, Fine Arts and
the Bart Luedeke Center.
Rider could invest in solar-powered outdoor lighting. Lawrenceville
already has solar street lights. Not
only are these lights eco-friendly,
but they also stay lit during power
outages. This would be a great way
to show visitors that our campus is
working to be both green and safe.
If possible, even the new security
phones could use solar energy.
Rider’s campus may feel generally safe, but some simple tweaks
can help ensure that the university’s
safety record remains clean and its
students remain secure.

The weekly editorial expresses the
majority opinion of The Rider News.
This week’s editorial was written by
Copy Editor Sarah Bergen

Let the students of
Rider University
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meetings and more.
For more information, visit
theridernews.com/place-an-ad
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Student safety
needs upgrade

SOPHOMORE SENTIMENTS

Printing projects:
Always a problem

Y

OU just finished an assignment
and you need to print it out as
soon as possible because class is
going to start soon. With the number of printing stations around campus,
it shouldn’t be a problem, right?
Well, this is where Murphy’s Law
tends to come into play. For the benefit
of those who don’t know the term,
Murphy’s Law states that anything that
can go wrong, will go wrong. It seems
whenever a student needs to print
something out, that’s when everything
starts to go downhill.
While printing out a paper sounds
easy, it can turn into an extraordinary

task. Each printing station seems to
come with its own problems.
For starters, if you go to a printing
station in one of the academic buildings, you’d better hope that the desktop
is right there and you’re not required
to log in. If you have to, good luck.
I’ve had instances where it’s taken me
nearly two to three minutes just to log
in. If logging in weren’t such a timeconsuming task in itself, printing something out would only take a minute or
two.
Of course, this isn’t counting any
possible lines a student could have to
wait in just to get to the station. If you
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GREEN CORNER

Being fashionable by sustainable shopping

W

HEN people say that being green can be a
“lifestyle,” they aren’t kidding. Going green
can be as simple as turning off the lights
every time you leave a room, using less water
and just plain ol’ eating healthy. But have you ever
thought about investing in an eco-friendly wardrobe?
A growing trend in the fashion industry right now is
something called “sustainable fashion.” According to
an article on fashionista.com, Rachel Miller, a teacher
at Pratt Institute, says, “Sustainable design could mean
any number of things. It could be about preserving
the environment, it could be about ethics and fair
wages, it could be a designer that has an interest in
designing with organic materials or it may be recycling
what’s already there, using recycled materials to create
something new.”
There are definitely some designers out there labeling their clothing lines as “organic” or “eco-friendly.”
But how do we know we can trust these brands? Be

careful about the clothes you buy. Always research the
products or ask the seller first.
But this doesn’t mean there aren’t people who are
genuinely trying to do their part for the planet. A
lot of the true, “sustainably minded” designers use
organic materials like cotton and wool, hand-dye their
clothing, and make use of recycled or upcycled fabrics.
According to Cheshire-Today, in the UK, Italian
luxury eyewear designer MODO sells eco-friendly
frames made from 95% recycled and repurposed
materials. For every pair of frames bought, a tree is
donated to “Trees for the Future,” a non-profit organization that helps people around the world plant trees.
Right here in Princeton, there is the up-andcoming Sustainable Fashion Initiative organization,
founded at Princeton University in 2011. These
Princeton students use this project to promote an
eco-friendly mindset and investigate practices that will
improve sustainability in the fashion industry.

EDITOR’S CORNER

I

Intently looking
for internships

FEEL as if I’ve exhausted every search
engine and website available to find
that dream internship that I’ve been
yearning for since I started college.
I thought it would be easy to find an
internship — many older students have
made it seem that way — but I’ve found
that it’s anything but.
Whenever I start to look for internships I find myself getting easily discouraged, especially when I’m clicking
on page 30 of internships.com and only
finding a few positions that interest me.
I find myself in a cold sweat when
I start to think: What if I never find
a suitable internship? What if I apply
and no one accepts me? What if I’m
being too picky?
I’m constantly reminding myself
to forget about the what-ifs and to
not give up. So I click to page 31 and
continue the search for that perfect
internship.
Internships are important for students who are looking to add something
to a résumé, and gain more experience
in their field of study. According to
Forbes, 69% of companies with 100 or
more employees offered full-time jobs
to their interns in 2012.
Landing an internship could help
me get my dream job — which is why
I find myself persevering through
page 40 and beyond on my continuous
search.
Some may say that I’m being
too choosy and that I can’t afford to
have that attitude at a time like this. I
should just find something that has to
do with my field of study and take it.

Experience is experience, right?
Even though most internships aren’t
paid (with the exception of a lucky
few), it’s the closest thing to experiencing what a real job is like. If I plan on
doing something for the rest of my
life, I want to make sure that I enjoy
it and don’t absolutely dread going to
work every day — and the same thing
goes for an internship, especially when
you have to commute into New York
everyday.
Not only do I want to make sure
that I’m going to gain some experience,
but I want to make sure I’m going to
have a great time doing it. In a way,
you have to be a little selective.
I have to admit that I really didn’t
think finding an internship would be
this hard. However, this endless search
should prepare me for what is to come
in the search for a job after graduation.
Like anything else, nothing is going to
be handed to me on a silver platter — I
know I’m going to have to work for it.
By using all of my resources — professors, fellow students and specialized
websites — I know that I will eventually
find something that is perfect for me.
That is why I tell myself not to
give up as I click on the next page, or
Google internship opportunities once
again. Next semester, this will all pay
off, when I’m in New York working
as an intern for the job I’ve always
dreamed of.

Printers
CONT’D FROM P. 8

have to wait in a line and each student logs out and
the next has to log in…you do the math.
Then there’s the printing station in the Student
Recreation Center (SRC). I’m not sure how many
people know about the printing station in there; I
didn’t until recently since it’s hidden between the
DVD rental station and high tables. While it is another
option, I don’t think anyone who goes to the SRC
intends to print. It’s called a recreation center for a
reason.
To top it all off, if you’re going to be working on

-Danielle Gittleman
Opinion Editor

There are several things you can do to maintain
a greener sense of style. Instead of buying tons of
clothes made from cheap materials, try to invest in
some higher-quality clothes — they may be a little
pricey, but they will last you much longer over time.
College students on a tight budget can always consider stopping by the local consignment stores or thrift
shops — you may come across some great finds for a
lot less. You can save money and be more sustainable
in the way you dress.
Always donate unwanted items to Goodwill, The
Salvation Army or other organizations where your
unwanted clothing will go to people in need. You can
never go wrong with donating to charity. Don’t forget,
your friendly Eco-Reps also love collecting students’
gently-used clothing. Look for boxes around campus
to give your Eco-Reps those clothes to donate.
-Jasmine Riel
Westminster Eco-Rep

SOPHOMORE SENTIMENTS

W

Plans can change;
go with the flow

HEN I was younger, I had a
game plan. I was going to
finish preschool, immediately
go to college, and then build
a house out of Legos for my family and
me to live in.
Obviously, things didn’t go quite
as planned. I had to go through 13
years of school before I actually got to
college, and my Lego set is long gone.
Throughout college, I’ve discovered
that nothing really goes according to
plan, and that maybe having a “plan”
is kind of useless in the first place.
Let me clarify before my parents,
professors and editors all simultaneously clamor for my head on a stake.
Obviously, you should have a plan. Pick
a major you like, go with it, save up
some money, land an internship. That’s
all solid advice.
But you can’t expect everything to
go according to your plan. Something
is going to happen, for better or for
worse, that’s going to throw a wrench
in your plans. Maybe you discover that
biology wasn’t the right move midway
through sophomore year, and you
need to spend an extra semester or
so in school to finish up your business
degree. Or maybe something happens
at home and you need to put school on
hold for a while.
The point is, having a plan is good,
but expecting everything to go according to that plan is asking for unnecessary stress.
Even though people might seem
like they have a plan and know where
they’re going in life, they might be just

an assignment past midnight, you might have some
trouble finding a printing station. All those I just mentioned are closed by midnight. The only station open
late is in the 24-hour student lounge in the library.
Even then, I’m not sure how someone would feel
going out in the dead of night to print something out
there. Some may enjoy being outside late at night, but
others, who don’t, have some obstacles.
More often than not, many of the printers are
lacking ink and paper, which adds to the frustration.
A leisurely walk to class could turn into a crazy one
when you find yourself sprinting to the library to print
your paper since the one in Memorial is out of ink.
So how can we resolve these issues? We need more
printing stations to be available. We need easier access
to printing stations — ones that don’t require time to

as confused as you are. They really just
put on a good front.
Everyone’s faking it. Everyone. No
one really has any clue what they’re
doing. People who look composed,
calm and sure of their actions are just
better at hiding it than everyone else.
Your boss, your professor, the guy
that sits next to you in class, they’re all
internally freaking out just as much as
you are, albeit for different reasons.
A few weeks ago, I was having an
existential crisis for a number of different reasons. I had no money, I didn’t
know if I could make it home for my
girlfriend’s birthday (thanks, snow),
and school in general was just bumming me out. A friend of mine saw I
wasn’t doing so well and asked me what
was up. When I told him, he laughed.
He was stressing out about the same
things I was. No one has it completely
together. We’re all works in progress, I
guess.
Maybe others don’t know if they
can make it home for a family event, or
they’re worried about money or getting
a job, or if they’re going to graduate on time. So while you’re freaking
out about something and it seems like
everyone else has it together, remember
that you’re not alone.

-Will Gallagher
Sophomore arts administration major

log in.
There’s also the possibility of adding printing stations to residence halls. Currently, Switlik is the only
residence hall with a computer lab. Instead of adding
unnecessary flat screen TVs to residence halls, maybe
we can invest in some printers instead. This way students have the ability to print in the comfort of their
own dorm.
As for the lack of ink and paper, there should be
a phone number available at printing stations for
students to call when this problem occurs. This would
allow staff to quickly respond to the problem.
After all, we’re at a university, and printing should
be a convenience for students, not a hassle.
-Thomas Albano
Assistant Sports Editor
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By Tom Regan
N 2011,

Nick Crescenzo burst onto the Broncs’
baseball scene, starting 41 of 45 games, hitting .355,
good for second on the team, and knocking in 31
RBIs. Following his superb rookie season, Crescenzo
was crowned MAAC Rookie of the Year, as well as the
New Jersey Collegiate Baseball Association’s Rookie of
the Year. In addition, he was selected for the Louisville
Slugger Freshman All-American team. Now a wellseasoned veteran and captain of the baseball team,
Crescenzo will lead a young Bronc team that features
only two other seniors.
In 2013, the Broncs’ centerfielder finished in the
top five in nearly every offensive category for Rider.
He had a batting average of .290, an on-base percentage of .367, and a .385 slugging percentage.
Crescenzo led Rider with 36 RBIs and 20 stolen bases,
which was second in the MAAC.
Crescenzo’s three older brothers played a major
role in his interest in sports while growing up.
“I probably started playing baseball when I was 3,”
Crescenzo said. “Being the youngest of four, I kind of
followed in my brothers’ footsteps with sports.”
Though baseball was Crescenzo’s first love, he also
spent numerous hours on the football field. Crescenzo
played a multitude of positions at Hammonton High
School, including quarterback, safety and kicker.
Crescenzo also showed versatility on the baseball diamond, where he played shortstop and outfield.
While Crescenzo loved both sports, he ultimately
decided on baseball.
“The positions I would play in college football
would beat me up,” Crescenzo said. “I thought baseball would be easier on my body.”
The decision to play baseball has led Crescenzo
to a successful Bronc career, as his 167 hits place him

29th on Rider’s all-time hit list, with a chance to crack
the top 10 in the 2014 season. Early in the 2014 season, Crescenzo has 20 hits, which places him 16 hits
shy of the top 10.
Despite the looming possibility of a strong personal finish to his Bronc career, Crescenzo is far
more concerned with the possibility of winning a
championship.
“A championship would make it all worthwhile
after all the hard work we put in with early morning
lifts, early conditioning in the freezing cold and countless hours of practice,” Crescenzo said.
Junior shortstop, and Crescenzo’s teammate of
three years, Mike Parsons believes that Crescenzo fits
the bill to be a captain and leader for the Broncs.
“Being a captain is part of his responsibility and
he has the correct mindset to accomplish that for the
team,” Parsons said. “Nick is a guy that’s confident
and knows what to do in all situations on the field.”
Crescenzo not only has the respect of teammates
who have worked with him for years, but his rolemodel qualities have also had an impact on the Bronc
rookies.
“He has a good work ethic, which makes him a
good role model, but also knows how to joke around
and have fun,” freshman outfielder Nick Kagel said.
“He’s easy to get along with and I know I can come to
him with anything and he will do his best to help.”
Head Coach Barry Davis stressed Crescenzo’s ability as a player and his expectations for his star centerfielder and captain.
“He has been a consistent player for us with a consistent mindset day in and day out,” Davis said. “As a
captain, much is expected in the form of leadership.”

Peter G. Borg/Rider University

Seasoned veteran wants to go out strong

Senior outfielder Nick Crescenzo hit .290 last season with 36 RBI.
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Broncs’ offense needs to find its groove

A

By Thomas Albano

S the 2014 baseball season began and the MAAC
Preseason Coaches Poll was
released, the Broncs were predicted to finish second in the MAAC
standings, with only defending conference champion Canisius standing in
their way.
However, to say that the Broncs’
2014 campaign thus far has been a
struggle is an understatement — it has

been a letdown.
The Broncs have played a total of
20 games this season, none of which
have been conference games. Yet, the
team’s performance during those 20
non-conference games has been poor,
bringing it to a 5-15 record thus far.
For starters, the Broncs have been
outscored overall 128-70. The biggest
win for the Broncs was a 7-2 victory
over Temple on Feb. 23, which was
only the Broncs’ second game of
the season. Six losses for Rider saw
the opposition score at least 11 runs,
with the largest defeat for the Broncs
coming from a 23-8 loss to Western
Carolina on March 15 in the first
game of a doubleheader. Rider would
also lose the second game 11-3.
Now, the Broncs’ opponents are
decent competition. Combined, the
opponents the Broncs have faced
from the start of the season until now
have a record of 88-89, nearly .500.
However, one of those opponents,

Wagner, has a 2-15 record, securing
one of its wins against Rider.
You could very well argue that the
team could be suffering because of
constant travel, as Rider did not have
a home game until March 23. The
Broncs were scheduled to take on
Temple at home on March 11, but the
game was canceled because of cold
weather. Despite being home for the
first time this season, Rider dropped a
game to NJIT 5-1 in 10 innings. The
Broncs mustered only two hits, and
NJIT gained its four go-ahead runs in
the top of the 10th off of three hits,
a walk and an error. So, maybe home
field isn’t the top solution.
Losses to schools such as Temple,
Maryland and Delaware might be fair,
but losses to schools like Wagner and
NJIT, who aren’t necessairly as good
in athletics, and not winning a single
series? That might be a problem.
The Broncs’ struggles are all
around them. Offensively, they’ve

been out-hit by their opponents
178-144, had only 58 RBI’s to their
opponents’ 118 and were out-slugged
.390-.291. There are only a few
bright spots in the Broncs’ offensive
lineup, the brightest of which is junior
infielder Justin Thomas. Thomas has
started all 20 games, hitting .347, with
three home runs and 17 RBIs. Behind
Thomas in RBIs is sophomore outfielder James Locklear, who has eight.
Pitching-wise, the Broncs have a
team ERA of 5.55, and have given up
178 hits in 167 innings pitched.
March 29-30, the Broncs open
MAAC play in a three-game series
at conference newcomer Quinnipiac,
which was picked to finish down in
the bottom of the conference. If the
Broncs want to get to their winning
ways from last season, there’s no fooling around. They have to come prepared to win the series, if not sweep.

SOFTBALL

Struggles continue; losing streak hits nine

R

By Carlos Toro

IDER lost four games last week to
extend its losing skid to nine, losing two doubleheaders to Norfolk
State (9-13, 3-0 MEAC) on March
20, and to Columbia on March 23.
The Broncs (2-13) lost to Columbia
7-4 in the first game, followed by a 5-1
loss in the second game.
The first game against Columbia
(9-9) opened with the Lions scoring four
runs on six hits in the first inning. The
Broncs responded in the third inning
with a double to left field by junior
Amanda Irving that scored the first two
of three runs in the third inning.
Rider’s starting pitcher for game
one, freshman Kaitlyn Kallert, allowed
three more earned runs in the third and
fourth innings. That was enough for
Head Coach Tricia Carroll to call it a

day for Kallert and bring in freshman
Megan Ailand in relief.
Although she only allowed two hits
in three innings of work, it was not
enough, as Rider managed to score
only one run for the rest of the game.
In the second game, things did not
look up for Rider.
Rider opened the second game
with senior second baseman Kehli
Washington scoring, thanks to an error
by the Columbia defense.
Columbia responded afterward
when its senior left fielder Emily
Snodgrass hit a sacrifice fly to center,
which allowed junior Kayla Shimoda to
score from third.
Rider’s hitting was almost nonexistent as it could only muster up two
more hits.
Washington knows that the Broncs

need hits if the team wants to find
success.
“We need to make sure we jump on
the first good pitch, stay relaxed and hit
the ball,” said Washington.
Sophomore pitcher Montana Berg
allowed four earned runs from the
fourth inning through the sixth as they
lost 5-1.
Junior catcher Allysen Breeden, who
had a hit on seven plate appearances
for both games, thinks that some of
the team’s struggles were because of its
approach at the plate.
“We were not as aggressive at the
plate as we need to be,” said Breeden.
“We need to hit early in the count
so we don’t have to leave it up to the
umpire.”
Rider’s recent struggles have come
by losing close games. Four of its last

NEED SUMMER COURSES?

five losses were decided by three runs
or less.
“Winning the close games comes
from getting that timely hit,” she said.
“For us, lately we just haven’t been able
to get that timely hit and put the runs
up.”
The Broncs will have a chance to
snap the streak when they play Army in
a doubleheader at West Point, N.Y., on
March 27.
“We use these games to work out
pitching rotation, batting order and the
defense,” Carroll said. “The weather
has taken a few of these opportunities, but we will be ready for our home
opener and the start of the MAAC
season on Sunday.”

MAAC basketball
championship results
WOMEN’S BASKETBALL
Preliminary Round#6 Rider vs. #11 St. Peter’s- 64-55 W
McKenzie: 25 points, 11 rebounds, 4 steals
Quarterfinals#6 Rider vs. #3 Fairfield- 63-56 W
McKenzie: 28 points, 16 rebounds, 3 steals
Semifinals#6 Rider vs. #2 Marist- 59-70 L
Duggan: 17 points, 15 rebounds

Find them here bucks.edu/summer
➜ Explore hundreds of classes at bucks.edu/summer
➜ Browse courses, dates, times, schedules
➜ Select your classes and register online

MEN’S BASKETBALL
Preliminary Round#8 Rider vs. #9 Monmouth- 71-60 W
Stewart: 25 points, 9 rebounds

Classes start May, June, & July • Register today!
bucks.edu/summer • 215.968.8000

Bucks
County Community College

Newtown • Bristol • Perkasie • Online

Quarterfinals#8 Rider vs. #1 Iona- 71-94 L
Myles: 19 points, 4 rebounds, 5 assists

Prefer to register in person?

Visit bucks.edu/register for dates and times
14059
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WRESTLING

Rider sends five to NCAAs in Oklahoma

T

HE wrestling season came to a
close for Rider on March 21 at
the NCAA Division I Wrestling
Championship in Oklahoma City.
Five Bronc wrestlers made the journey,
placing 37th out of 66 of the top schools
in the nation.
The first day of competition was
successful for Rider, as it was victorious in six of 11 matches, having all five
wrestlers escape the consolation round.
The second day of the tournament
proved more difficult for the Broncs as
they dropped all but two of their seven
bouts.
Robert Deutsch, a 125-pound sophomore, was the 11th seed in his weight
class, going 2-2 in his matchups. This
is Deutsch’s second trip to the NCAA
tournament, but first with the Broncs.
He earned a victory in his first match,
pinning Ohio State freshman Nick
Roberts, but Deutsch was pinned for
the first time this season in his second
match against Oklahoma State sophomore Ed Klimara.
Although Deutsch was not exactly
pleased with his performance, he
was happy to have the opportunity to
wrestle against competition from all
over the country.
“I didn’t accomplish what I set out
to do,” he said. “However, now it just
becomes another learning experience
on things to work on for next year. I
wish I had stuck to my game plan a
little bit better.”
Ramon Santiago, a 165-pound
senior, won three of five bouts in his
second NCAA tournament appearance.
In the consolation round, Santiago
pinned senior Jake Kemerer of Lock
Haven, but went on to lose his next

Peter G. Borg/Rider University

By Christopher Brooks

From left, senior Ramon Santiago, sophomore Robert Deutsch, junior Clint Morrison, junior Chuck Zeisloft and sophomore Conor Brennan traveled
to Oklahoma City for the NCAA Division I Wrestling Championship. Overall, Rider finished 37th out of 66 schools that competed at the event.
bout in the first round to junior Michael
Moreno of Iowa State. This was
Santiago’s final competition as a Bronc.
He finished with 78 wins in his career.
Chuck Zeisloft, a 133-pound junior,
finished 1-2 in his bouts. Zeisloft lost
to Central Michigan senior Joe Roth
and Stanford senior Ryan Mango, but
was able to defeat Airforce senior Greg
Rinker earlier in the competition during
the consolation round for his first win in
the national tournament.
Zeisloft admitted that he was
originally excited just to be a part of the
NCAA tournament, but after his bouts
he wished he could have done better.

“At first I was just happy to be
there,” he said. “But after only winning
a match and experiencing the tournament, I was disappointed with my
performance. I wasn’t happy because I
didn’t train just to get there. I trained to
get on the podium.”
Junior Clint Morrison picked up one
victory in three matches in the 174pound weight class. Morrison lost 5-4
in his first match to three-time NCAA
qualifier, junior Max Thomusseit of
Pittsburgh, but turned it around later in
the tournament, pinning Virgina senior
Jonathan Fausay.
The fifth and final NCAA qualifier

for the Broncs was 174-pound sophomore Conor Brennan, who went 1-2
at the competition. Brennan secured a
7-2 first round victory over Ohio State
sophomore Mark Martin, but went
on to lose in the second round 14-5 to
Nebraska junior Robert Kokesh.
Overall, Deutsch was pleased with
the Broncs’ performance in Oklahoma
City. He will now look forward to taking
a small breather before preparing for
next season.
“I think my teammates did a great
job representing Rider at the NCAA
tournament,” he said. “Everyone fought
the best they could have.”

TR ACK AND FIELD

Successful start to outdoor season for Broncs

I

By Thomas Albano

N their first meet since winning the outdoor MAAC
Championship in 2013, the Rider men finished first
out of 12 schools, and the women finished third out
of 11 at the VCU Invite on March 22 in Richmond,
Va., the first outdoor track and field event of the 2014
season.
Head Coach Bob Hamer thought that the meet
was a good beginning for what he hopes will be
another successful season.
“It was a nice start, considering the teams have
been on spring break and we did not practice all
week,” Hamer said. “It was a great opportunity to
compete with some nice weather in an environment
that was not too challenging but still provided some
key competition to measure our status at this point in
the season.”
The success of the men’s team came largely from
the performances of three juniors. Thrower George
Solujich won the shot put with a toss of 52’2”,
while distance runners Anthony Dentino and Dylan
Hallahan won the 3000-meter steeplechase in 9:36:32,
a meet record time.
Though Solujich managed to finish first, he felt he
could have had a much better performance.
“My performance was a bit rough,” Solujich said.
“I wanted to do better, but I know I can’t hold onto
this for long. So I’ll just have to go out and practice

and lift harder.”
Also for the men, sophomore hurdler Darien
Edwards finished third in the 400-meter hurdles in
53.53, a time that qualifies him for the IC4A’s.
In addition, senior mid-distance runner Joseph
Carlin finished third in the 800-meter run in 1:56:02.
Junior Anthony DeFranco placed second in the pole
vault with 15’3”. Junior distance runner Evan Cornell
placed third in the 5000-meter run with a total time
of 15:52.12, and freshman distance runner Brad
Kaufmann finished third in the 3000-meter steeplechase in 9:59.93.
The women were highlighted by senior jumper
Lauryn Strebeck, who won the triple jump with a
total of 37’8”; sophomore distance runner Nicolette
Mateescu, who won the 5000-meter run in 18:33.66;
and graduate distance runner Megan Elgin, who won
the 1500-meter run in 4:44.82.
Even though it isn’t her favorite race, Mateescu was
very happy with her performance at VCU.
“The race wasn’t ideal for me, but it was still nice
to win,” Mateescu said.
Another key performance came from the 4x800
meter relay team of Elgin, freshman distance runners
Kayla Lubonski and Megan McGarrity, and senior
mid-distance runner Gabrielle Randell. The team won
the event, finishing with a time of 9:47.58.
Other notable performances from the women

included senior thrower Rhea Phipps, who placed second in the hammer throw with a distance of 163’10”;
sophomore Miranda Roberts, who placed second in
the pole vault with a total 10’10”; sophomore jumper
Dashana Ransome, who finished second in the long
jump with a total of 18’1.5”; junior distance runner
Josephine Boyle, who placed third in the 5000-meter
run in 19:16.49; and junior distance runner Emily
Ritter, who finished third in the 800-meter run in
2:18.36.
Mateescu is happy that the team is off to a
strong start, in hopes of defending its 2013 MAAC
Championship.
“I think it was great that we placed third at the
VCU Ram Invite considering the fact that we did not
run everyone in his or her best event,” she said. “This
was more of a meet to get things going for the outdoor
season and I think the women’s team and men’s team
did just that.”
The next event will be on March 29 at the
Lafayette Invitational in Easton, Pa. Hamer hopes to
repeat the success from the VCU Invite there.
“This meet gave us an opportunity to measure
ourselves in the early season, and gave us some things
to work on as we progress through the season,” Hamer
said. “Lafayette is another team scoring meet so we
are interested to see how we will end up matching up
against some similar competition.”

